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The two crucial aspects for any manufacturing unit of enterprise is stock control & inventory
management. Why is it so? Piling up excessive supply simply locks up finance unnecessarily for a
long period of time. This ultimately results in huge loss to the business unit. On the contrary, if any
manufacturing unit has stock less than the required limit, then it hampers the growth & development
of the manufacturing unit.

Both these situations are risky for the commercial industry. To avoid this situation, it is very
necessary to maintain stock control, immaterial of the business size. Proper maintenance of stock is
very necessary to meet customerâ€™s demands and to gain profitability.

Stock Control

It can be defined as number of practices followed for proper & effective inventory management. The
stock levels should be consistent with pre-determined standards of services, provided by business.
If inventory is not managed in the proper way; it can even harm goodwill of the unit. Goodwill is very
important for any business, to be successful in this competitive time.

There are several manual methods available, which can be implemented for effective inventory
management. However, these methods are not much useful and created several problems, when
implemented.

When You Neglect Stock Management

Stock management comprises of a number of activities like transferring materials to and from
inventory, examining stock, etc. The activities involved in this process play a crucial role in business
success.

On ignoring the importance of stock control & management, you will have to face several problems
in the future. It can further lead to problems like interruption in cash flow and uneven supply of
inventory. With insufficient inventory supply, an industry unit may not be able to satiate the demands
of customers. In either of these two situations, a manufacturing unit runs into losses.

The Role of POS System for Managing Inventory with Ease

POS system proves very beneficial for managing proper stock levels. You can increase your staff
efficiency by combining inventory control system with POS technology. This system allows you to
save lots of money and lets you manage stock levels with utmost ease. It saves much time and
requires less maintenance.

To get detailed information about inventory management, you can browse different sites on the web;
you can collate more information about these topics. It is very important to educate yourself about
these topics, if you own an enterprise or have a manufacturing unit.
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ADP Marketing provides a complete solution for Point Of Sale (POS System), a product marketing,
display shelving, a visual merchandising and stock control for any product any store anytime
marketing. Our marketing solutions specifically tailored to your company's needs.
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